Co-financing letters

1) Ministry of Environment and Tourism ($20,000,000)
2) National Emergency Management Agency ($3,000,000)
3) Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry ($33,200,000)
To: Green Climate Fund Board  
Songdo Business District  
175 Art center-daero  
Yeonsu-gu, Incheon 22004  
Republic of Korea

On behalf of the Government of Mongolia, the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET) with the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry (MoFALI) have developed a programme proposal entitled “Improving the Adaptive Capacity and Risk Management of Rural Communities in Mongolia” for funding consideration of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) as supported by the United Nation Development Programme (UNDP) in Mongolia.

The proposed project is crucial for Mongolia as it aims at reducing adverse impacts of climate change and strengthen the resilience of key economic sectors, especially agriculture sector which is very vulnerable to the changes in climate system, implementing National programme to decrease environment and air pollution and also to decrease consumption of raw coal of the people. A successful climate adaptation in Mongolia requires a paradigm shift to ensure that the very foundation of human livelihood – ecosystems and their services – is sufficiently resilient to climate risks, and to enable local communities to adapt to climate change. The project offers an opportunity to set in place capacities and tools to remove barriers that currently hinder climate risks to be integrated within land and water resource planning and management by applying best practices generated through earlier interventions. It will also help improve capacities of government decision-makers to address climate change concerns and local resource users to conserve and rehabilitate natural ecosystems. Therefore, project interventions are in-line with the Mongolian Government policies on sustainable development, climate change and green development.

As a key implementing partner for the project, the Ministry of Environment and Tourism will contribute 20,000,000.00 USD (twenty million) to the proposed project for the duration of the project. The Ministry strongly believes that the project will significantly contribute to the country’s efforts to pursue climate resilient and low carbon development.

Sincerely,

TSERENBAT Namsrai  
MINISTER
On behalf of National emergency management agency of Mongolia, I would like to express my gratitude to United nations development programme office of Mongolia for developing the project “Modernization of rural population's climate change adaptation capacity and risk management” for the submission to Green Climate Fund.

Disaster risk management and climate change adaptation capacity of rural population are high priority areas for National emergency management agency and we seek to collaborate on the proposed project as co-implementer.

National emergency management agency actively works to implement “State Policy on Disaster Protection”, “National Programme on Strengthening Disaster Protection Capacity”, “Sendai framework for disaster risk reduction” and other key policy documents by reflecting them in Government of Mongolia's action plan and state socio-economic development directive.

Therefore, the project initiator’s proposed amount of 3 million USD funding to be contributed for the project by National emergency management agency can be reflected in institutional budget.

G.ARIUNBUIYAN
BRIGADIER GENERAL, FIRST DEPUTY CHIEF
NATIONAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
MONGOLIA
Монгол Улс дахь НҮБХХ-ийн Суурин телееэлэгчийн газраас "Монгол орны хэвээгийн иргэдийн уур амьсгалын өөрчлөлтэд дасан зохицуу нэгж болон эрсдэлийн менежментийг боловсронгуй болгох нь" тэслэгийг санаачлан "Уур амьсгалын ногоон сан"-д хүртгүүлж буйд талаархаж байна.

Онцгой байдлын өрөнхий газар нь цаг уурын өөрчлөлтөөс үүдэн тээвэр гамшигийн эрсдэлийг бууруулах, менежментийг сайжруулах, хөдөө орон нутгийн иргэдийн цаг уурын өөрчлөлтэд дасан зохицуу нэгж нэмэгдүүлэх чиглэлээр анхааран ажиллах байгаа бөгөөд энэхүү төслөд хамтран хэрэгжүүлчүү чөлөө оролцоо саналтай байна.

Онцгой байдлын асуудал эрхэлсэн байгууллага нь Гамшаагаас хамгаалах талаар төрөөс баримтлал бодлогор, Гамшгаас хамгаалах нэгждэийг бээжкихжээ үндсэн хөтөлбөр, Гамшигийн эрсдэлийг бууруулах Сендаййн үйл ажиллагауны хурээ зэрэг бодлогон баримт бичгүүдийг Монгол Улсын Засгийн газрын үйл ажиллагааны хөтөлбөр, Монгол Улсын зээлийн засаг, нийтгээд хөгжүүлэх үндсэн чиглэлд жил бүр тусгатан хэрэгжүүлэх байгаа бөгөөд, тэслэгийг хамтран хэрэгжүүлэхэд шаардлагаа 3 сая ам.долларыг байгууллагааны төсөөс жил бүр санхүүжүүлэх боломжтой.
To: GREEN CLIMATE FUND BOARD  
Songdo Business District  
175 Art center-daero  
Yeonsu-gu, Incheon 22004  
Republic of Korea

Date 26 Feb 2018  
Ref. 01/613

To whom it may concern  
Subject: Co-financing commitment

Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry (MoFALI) of Mongolia, jointly with the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET) have developed a grant project proposal entitled “Improving the Adaptive Capacity of Rural Communities in Mongolia” for funding consideration of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) through the support of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in Mongolia.

The proposed project is fully in-line with the Government policy to support the resource dependent rural communities in adapting to climate change through building their resilience and ensuring ecosystem health. The project focusing heavily on herder communities is specifically aligned with sectoral policies, including State policy on food and agriculture sector 2015-2025, Mongolian Livestock programme 2010-2021, State policy on herders 2009-2020 and National sub-programme to support productivity of animal husbandry 2016-2018.

As one of the responsible parties of the project, the MOFALI will contribute 33,200,000 USD throughout the project lifetime. The amount will be invested in livestock vaccination, establishment of groundwater wells for improved pastureland management, animal breeding services, livestock traceability improvement, livestock fodder production, establishment of hay and fodder reserves in target provinces, pastureland improvement and rodent control measures and SME financing support to agriculture producers.

We hope for the positive consideration of this extremely important project by the Fund.

SINCERELY YOURS,

BATZORIG BATJARGAL  
MINISTER OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE AND LIGHT INDUSTRY